may do?' reveals our selves in their internal contradictions. Institutions such as sport offer particular resolutions to the contradictory relations between our selves and the broader social order.
Institutionalization seems intrinsic to human beings as social beings. To grasp the process of institutionalization, we should be concerned with which groups of people hold power and how this power is maintained through the articulation of the dominant institutions. Moreover, we should ask upon what bases do some groups exercise power over others. To ignore these questions is to pass over an understanding of how the structures of institutions foster domination in a given society. In any institution, some people feel empowered while others feel disempowered. Often these feelings are anchored in our ability to choose between doing this or that thing, living this way or that way, being able or not being able to, having or being denied opportunity.
Institutionalization as a process sets limits on personal practices and self-interests. If we agree that we cannot just do as we please, some repression of needs and desires is necessary for us to live with others. I shall call this positive institutionalization. But how much repression is necessary and who decides? Do our institutional arrangements regarding repression favour some while denying others? When we question our 'life chances' (Dahrendorf, 1979) , we tend to focus on systems rather than people or groups. We are engaged in reification if we think in such terms, forgetting that all institutions have histories that are authored by people. More importantly, we forget that some people historically have had more power to shape institutionalized life. This power -social domination -constitutes negative institutionalization or surplus repression (Marcuse, 1966, p. 35) . I argue that the processes of valorization, rationalization, and bourgeois civilization (the processes associated with modernity) constitute the modern forms and relations through which class domination has been made institutionally effective.
Institutions can achieve only a partial incorporation of individuals. Working within and outside of institutions are conscious formations that are loyal or critical towards the epistemic meanings, values, and learning experiences intrinsic to the formal institutions. Importantly, while institutions set limits on actions, these limits are contested and are, therefore, variably effective. This contestation places the old concept of socialization (functionally defined) in jeopardy. The complexity of our lived experiences and the turmoil of our inner psyches suggest that socialization is only partially effective in determining how a society reproduces itself across generations (Wrong, 1961 ). Yet, we know that the articulation between dominant institutions is powerful
